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Short Description

These fleeting eye cable grips have double pulling eyes. Unlike a standard single eye grip the eyes
themselves are offset which means that you can have an opening in the weave on either end. This
allows the cable to pass fully through it (providing there is no end termination of oversized fittings on it).

The advantage of this is that you are able to position the grip anywhere on the cable itself. If the anchor
point or tow line is in a offset position in relation to the cable then the fleeting eye is a good option.

Some of the common usages for them are cable supports, taking up slack in a cable that has already
been pulled or for removing underground cables.

Available in 4 sizes from 25mm to 76mm

Lattice Length: 1041mm

Overall Length: 1153mm

Ref: 126371

Description

These fleeting eye cable grips have double pulling eyes. Unlike a standard single eye grip the eyes
themselves are offset which means that you can have an opening in the weave on either end. This
allows the cable to pass fully through it (providing there is no end termination of oversized fittings on it).

The advantage of this is that you are able to position the grip anywhere on the cable itself. If the anchor
point or tow line is in a offset position in relation to the cable then the fleeting eye is a good option.

Some of the common usages for them are cable supports, taking up slack in a cable that has already
been pulled or for removing underground cables.

Available in 4 sizes from 25mm to 76mm

Lattice Length: 1041mm

Overall Length: 1153mm

Ref: 126371
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